EXHIBIT DESIGNER (m/f)
Full time

ABOUT US
MesS.O.S is a rental and stand construction company in Berlin, Germany. Since 2001, we have been
developing tailor-made production as well as design concepts in combination with top notch AV equipment for
trade shows, congresses or conferences in whole Europe.
MesS.O.S has a team of international employees, an European network and an unique portfolio of complex
projects. We focus our activities in the following field: medicine / health, tourism, packaging / plastics, food
and consumer electronics. We offer the opportunity for creative growth and advancement in a young team and
an informal work environment.
Our goal is simple: We connect people and brands with the best suited expertise for their event needs.

YOUR JOB
As an Exhibit Designer, you work in close coordination with customers and the responsible project manager.
Based on the client requirements you create high quality presentations including 3D realizations and technical
drawings. You pre-select the materials and consult with the responsible project manager about alternative
design solutions. In addition you are also responsible for the following tasks:


Design unique brand experiences for trade-show exhibits, events and temporary installations



Create high quality presentations, visualizations, renderings and precise technical drawings.



Explore current exhibitions trends, knowledge of latest production methodology and develop a basic
ken for audio-visual technology, to produce stylish and functional concept solutions.



Strategically and professionally present complex ideas and designs to partners and clients during
design meetings via face-to-face, phone, and email



Versatility is the key - Through each project demonstrate a design sense that includes an unique
characteristic for space, form and color.



Consider design direction from the clients and the project management as well as technical
regulations from the venues.



As part of a larger team operate effectively under time constraints - your need to be able to meet
deadlines.



Excellent communication skills in written and verbal form.

YOUR PROFILE


Education: Bachelor's Degree in one of the following: architecture, interior design, industrial design, or
exhibit design.



Experience: Minimum of 3 years of design job experience in a creative studio or in a similar
environment.



Visualization: You have high standards and all necessary skills to work with SketchUp, AutoCAD, Adobe
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Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator.


Creativity: In order to deliver a high end design you need the ability to immerse oneself in our clients’
brand, culture, products, and marketing objectives is indispensable.



Knowledge: A working knowledge of technologies, materials, building techniques and event production
methods is key



Communication: Excellent communication skills will be needed from you to elucidate objectives and
ideas or to present creative concepts

Join the team and send us an application including CV, job references, salary expectations and possible start
date.
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